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Is globalization in retreat, or just stalled?
20 years of 'hyperglobalization' – winners, losers, and the rise of illiberalism 
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• One of our key risks since 2017 is that markets have priced the Trump administration 
policies "to perfection"…seems to be shifting

• Trump was the least popular post-war President during his first year, but policy-wise, 
a success (bar healthcare reform): biggest tax reform since 1986, deregulatory effort, 
judicial appointments, ISIS defeat, no new wars, NK talks

• Since January US equities have entered correction territory; due to policy risks…but are 
markets overreacting?
1. Uncertain interplay between expansionary fiscal policy and monetary policy  (Fed 

seems to stay dovish)
2. Trade tensions (mounting, but slowly)
3. Big tech regulation (coming, but not as soon as expected)
4. White House staff churn/ uncertainty on policy direction (perhaps overstated)

• Economy remains solid, but concerns are mounting 
• What will continue to weigh on markets, and pose risks to the economy: trade, Fed 

policy, Nov. elections, geopolitics (NK, Iran, China, Russia, MidEast), fiscal expansion/ 
deficits, Mueller investigation, "Trump Twitter risk"

• Worth noting that "Twitter Trump" =/="Policy Trump"

US: Policy risks drive markets, economy seems solid
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Trade policy has emerged as a key risk in 2018
• Why?

– Political angle: midterms, Trump's campaign promises (ran on trade/immigration)
– White House trade deficit concerns (and protectionist WH faction ascendant)
– Strategic concerns vs. China, here there is bipartisan consensus
– Because Trump can take action on trade w/o Congress (wide Presidential powers)

• What has been done so far: 
– Tariffs on solar panels and washing machines; Incoming tariffs on steel and aluminum (details 

TBD); CIFUS restrictions on investments; Chinese retaliation, threats thereof: so far 
measured/ tit-for-tat

• Trump approach: incoherent or clever bargaining
– Arguments for the latter: "anchoring strategy"…could succeed but v. risky: maximalist claims, 

but aiming for "moderate" gains
– Success on Korus; NAFTA could be finalized by May , could still  get delayed or fail
– China: toughest case, strategic issues also matter, but US has more leverage than China
– US vs. its allies (e.g. EU, Canada) on trade could complicate China negotiations

• Some risks: 
– Escalating trade wars with China, EU and/or break-down of NAFTA
– Inflation spikes as tariffs add to expansionary fiscal policy, further Fed tightening 
– Trade tensions "bleed" into strategic ones (e.g. NK, Russia) – tariffs become sanctions
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US trade team
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Europe
• Italy

– March 4 elections inconclusive, with no clear, mainstream coalition option
– Populist Five Star Movement won more seats than any other party
– Anti-EU coalition (M5S/League) is a possibility

• Brexit
– Internal divisions within Conservative party and cabinet 
– Lack of clarity re end-state trade arrangements, N. Ireland border

• France
– Macron election victory was stabilizing outcome, and reform agenda is positive
– Positive momentum may be difficult to maintain in face of union resistance

• Populism
– Mainstream parties remain under pressure from anti-system and populists of both the right 

and left
– Anti-elite sentiment driven by economic insecurity and migration concerns 
– German coalition re-set masks troubling rise of AfD
– Mainstream center-left parties are in deep trouble in a range of countries (e.g. Italy, France, 

Netherlands, Germany)
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Then and now
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Financial regulation

• GRC meeting color – time, attention, trajectory

• PCR agenda – scenarios book of work

• Small/medium vs large banks
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Populism 
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